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Abstract. An express-reconstruction of distorted speech signals based on a fast filtering 
algoritlun for inverting linear convolution by sectioning method combined with effective real
valued split radix fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms are proposed. 
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Introduction 
When speech signals are difficult for 
understanding, for example, because of the 
pronunciation deficiencies (lisp, burr) the 
problem of distorted speech reconstruction is 
very important. This problem means the 
determing . speech signal without the 
pronunciation deficiencies when the distored 
speech signal and impulse response for the filter 
which has led to mentioned distortion are known 
[1 ],[2]. So speech reconstruction problem can be 
reduced to determing such filter which is inverse 
of that which led to speech distortion [1 ],[2]. In 
~ the filtering procedure is realized on the 
basis of inverting a linear convolution (LC). If 
the values of the impulse response are known, 
the distored signals can be restored with an 
absolute accuracy. If there is not this 
information, the choice of the impulse response 
is performed on the basis of the known 
information about the distortion character or by 
the empirical way. It is proposed to write the 
distorted speech signals on dictaphone and then 
to input vocal data in digital form on computer 
where the express-reconstruction is performed. 
The received speech signals, filtered from the 
distortions, are reproducted by speech 
synthesizer. 
For the algorithm for inverting a LC by 
sectioning proposed in [3], it is assumed that the 
impulse response of the distorting effect is 
specified exactly, so that an absolutely accurate 
solution of the inverse filtering problem can be 
obtained. Unfortunately, because it does not use 
FFT algoritluns, this algoritlun is inefficient. 

Our purpose here is to synthesize a fast 
algoritlun for inverting a LC based on the 
sectioning method combined with the most 
efficient real-valued FFT algorithms [4]-[8], 
which will reduce the computational complexity 
of solving digital speech signal processing 
problems. 

Calculating inverse linear convolutions by 
sectioning 
We will consider the digital filtering of signals 
by inversion of an LC of the form 

m 

Ym = L)m_nxn, m = O,l, ... ,N + M -2, (1) 
n=O 

where xn is the incoming speech signal, Ym is the 

distorted signal and hn is the impulse response 
which describes a linear filter with a finite 
impulse response . Before describing the 
algorithm of calculating the inverse LC let us 
consider briefly a way of calculating a P-long 
direct LC of the sequence {x,J with an impulse 

response fhn} of the length N based on the 
method of sectionalization of LC - overlap-add 
method (Fig.l ). 
First of all we shall divide {x,J into M-long 

sections (see Fig. la) and calculate a number of 
LC's of these sections with an impulse response: 

y =~h X =~(~h X )= m L, m-n n ~ L, m-1-M(i-l) M(i-l)+l 
n=O 1=l 1=0 

= IY~) I (2) 
i=l 

where 
m 

Y (iJ = "h x 0 J 
m .i..J m-1 I • (3) 

1=0 
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Fig.l. A scheme of calculating a P-long direct LC of sequence (xnJ with an impulse 

response (hnJ of the length N based on the overlap-add method 

In (3) it is taken into account that the value hm-n 

in (2) are zero for negative indices, i.e. 
hm-1-M(i-1)=0 for i:?2, when M2N-1. According 
to (2), (3) the calculation of the LC (1) is 
reduced to calculating S LC's of sequences 

{xfiJj = {XM(i-1)+V with (hnJ followed by the 
addition of the results. As is evident from Fig.lb, 

S sequences Ym(i) resulting from LC xfiJ and hn 

have the length L=M + N-1, the addition of values 
oftwo adjacent LC's being done inN-1 points. 
Suppose we are solving the problem of inverting 
the LC calculated by means of relationships (2), 
(3) according to the method [3]. This means that 
it is necessary to determine sequence xn , i.e. to 

restore S sections xfiJ by inverting LC, knowing 

the result LC Ym (or S sections Ym(iJ) and 

sequence hn. Since transformation (3), in the 

matrix form, is described by a low-triangular 
Toeplitz's matrix, the inverse transformation to 
(3) is described by the low-triangular Toeplitz's 
matrix as well, therefore it is clear that 

I 

OJ - "'h(-IJ (iJ l - 0 1 L -1 
XI - L..J l-m Ym • ,m- • , ... , ' (4) 

where hm(-1) - the generating sequence of 

operator (4). As a rule, hm(-1) can be calculated 

beforehand. Let the length L of the LC Ym(i) be 

known as well. Then, given the length N of the 
impulse response, one can find the section length 

xfiJ: M=L-N+ 1. For an effective solution of the 

inverse problem, deconvolution, one also can use 
the sectionalization method, for which refer to 
Fig.lc. 

Consider the first L-long section of the LC 
yf1J.It is clear from Fig.lc that xf1Jof length 

L-N+ 1 =M can be calculated by means of ( 4), i.e. 

(1)- {, (-1) (1) - -
x 1 -L...h1_mym ),m-O,J, ... ,L 1. (5) 

m=O 

But Ym(l) has L points whereas for calculating 

xf1J, according to (5), only the first M's are 

sufficient. However, in subsequent N-1 points 

the results of the LC yf1J and yf2J overlap, 

which causes the need for their correction for 

finding the true values of section xf2J. 

According to the algorithm of [3] the first M 
values {x~I), ... ,x~~~J in (5) really form the 

searched for block xf1J of the sequence xn, the 

last N-1 values{x~J •... ,x£~1 } = (xb2J, ... ,xr;}
2
J 

being kept for the subsequent stage of correction: 
111 

-(1J - "'h -r1J l - 0 1 N- 2 Ym - L..J 111-1x1 , m, - , , ... , • (6) 
1=0 

According to (5) and (6), for inverting the LC 

section Ym(2), a corrected sequence Ym(2) is 

formed as follows: 
{ y~1)} = {y~1) , ... ,yf:!.1,yf}!J , ... ,y~l_}l }, (7) 

from which the deconvolution is then calculated: 
I 

f1J - "'hf-IJ (1J /- 0 1 L 1 XI - ~ 1-m Ym ' m, - , , ... , - . (8) 

The procedure (6)-(8) enables the second section 

xf2J of the initial sequence Xn, i.e. the section 

corresponding to i=2 in Fig.la, to be restored. 

Similary, the subsequent sections xfiJ with i=3, 

... , S can be restored as well. The number of 
sections Sis expressed in terms of R -the length 
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of the LC (y,J, L- the section lengths for the LC 

and N-1 - length of the overlapping range of 
adjacent sections. Indeed, as is evident from 
Fig.la-c, P=R-(N-1) and M=L-(N-1), therefore 
S=PIM=(R-N+ 1)/(L-N+ 1) [3]. It should be 
noted that from M;::JV-1 and L=M+N-1 it follows 
that L,?l(N-1). 
Proceed now to the evaluation of the 
computational complexity of the inverse LC 
calculation algorithm considered. First of all it 
should be noted that the direct calculation of the 
inverse LC based on the low-trianqular 
Toeplitz's matrix of RxR dimension will require a 
number of real multiplications and additions 
equal to 

M(R) =(1/2)R(R+ 1) = 0((1/2)R2) (9a) 
A(R)=(J/2)R(R-1)=0((1/2)R2) (9b) 

respectively. 
The inverse LC calculation algorithm by means 
of sectionalizing [3], in restoring the first section 

xf1J, will require according to (5) and to the 

expressions of (9a), (9b ), 0.5L(L+ 1) 
multiplications and 0.5L(L-1) additions, in 
restoring the second section it will require, 
according to (6)-(8), 0.5N(N-1)+0.5L(L+ 1) 
multiplications and 0.5(N-1)(N-2)+0.5L(L-1) 
additions, etc. The total number of arithmetic 
operations for inverting the LC by means of the 
algorithm presented, with assumption L=2N and 
R=SL/2, will come to: 

M(R)= 0((5/4)(L+2/5)R); (lOa) 
A(R)= 0((5/4)(L-2+8/(5L))R). (lOb) 

From the comparison of (9a) and (9b) with 
(lOa) and (lOb) it follows that the algorithm of 
[3] will allow to decrease the number of 
arithmetic operations about (2R)/(5L) times, i.e. 
the greater the relationship RIL, the more 
considerable the gain. However, it should be 
noted that Ld:2(N-1), where N- the length of an 
impulse transient response, and, even if N ~ 
R/10, i.e. L ~ R/5 then the gain will only be 2 
times. It should be added that if, for instance, the 
given impulse response contains N=32 points, 
the number of arithmetic operations required for 
inverting the 320-point LC will be, according to 
(lOa) and (lOb), approximately 
(5/4)(64+2/5)320=25760 multiplications and 
(5/4)(64-2)320=24800 additions. There 
evaluations of the algorithm computational 
complexity in the case of calculating the 320-
point inverse LC are large enough and 
approximately correspond to those of the 2048 -
4096 - point discrete Fourier transform (DFT), 

calculated on the basis of one of the most 
effective algorithms (5]-[8]. 
The computational complexity of the algorithm 
of (3] clearly needs to be improved way by using 
the real-valued split-radix fast Fourier transform 
algorithm (RVSRFFTA) [5]-[8] to calculate 
cyclic convolution (CC) and then LC (9]. In 
connection with the foregoing, let us tum to 
improving the algorithm of (3] by using an 
effective LC calculation algorithm by means of a 
RVSRFFTA. With that purpose a low-triangular 

Toeplitz's matrix Hr1 of LxL dimension 

describing ( 4) must be presented in the form of 
the matrix of the corresponding LC. The LC 

matrix may be obtained from H L -1 by 

prolonging elements {h1-IJ , ... ,h£=~J} situated on 

the secondary diagonals to the length on the 
vertical equal to 2L-1. As a result, a rectangular 
LC matrix of (2L-1)xL dimension tape- type in 
structure, is obtained. Further the LC matrix can 
be transformed into a CC square matrix of 
2Lx2L dimension by complementing each of 

sequences {h{-1)} and {ym(i)} in (5), (8) etc. 

with zeros to the length 2L. If L=2Y, then such a 

2L-point CC of sequences {ho(-1), ... , hL_/-1) , 

0, ... ,0} and {yo(iJ, ... , YL-liJ, 0, ... ,0} can be 

effectively calculated by means of fast 
algorithms like the RVSRFFTA, though it is 
described by a matrix two times larger than the 

initial triangular Toeplitz's matrix of Hr1 type. 

As for the low-triangular Toeplitz's matrix HN-1 

describing relationship (6), it may be 
transformed into a band LC matrix of N-point 

sequence {h,J with (N-1 )-point sequence fxPJ} . 
However, the above mentioned LC matrix only 
contains the first (N-1) columns and 2N-2 rows 
of the H L matrix, i.e. it is a rectangular one. Thus 

instead of the low-triangular Toeplitz's matrix of 
Nx(N-1) dimension we shall consider the 
(2N-2)x(N-1) LC matrix. In its turn, we shall 
immerse the LC matrix into the 2N x2N CC 
square matrix, each of the sequences {h,J and 

{xfiJ) having been complemented with zeros up 

to the length 2N. That will result in obtaining the 
CC matrix two times larger than the initial 
Toeplitz's one, but which can be calculated by 
means of fast algorithms like the RVSRFFTA 
(5]-(8). Indeed, choosing N = 2a, we find that 
for calculating the 2N-point CC sequences 
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{h
0 

, ••• ,hN_1 ,0, ... ,0} and {x~;; , ... ,x~~2 ,0, ... ,0} it 

is necessary to apply the 2a+1-point real and 
Hermite SRFFT algorithms (RVSRFFTA and 
HSRFFTA, respectively) [5]-[8]. 
The algorithms based on calculating triangular 
Toeplitz matrices by means of CC of twice the 
dimensions can be written as follows [8], [9]: 

(1) for i=1 we compute a 2L-point CC of 
the form 

2L-I 

x0 ' - "'\:' h (-/) ~(I} I - 0 l - ~ ((1-m}}Ym ' - ,1, ... ,2£ -1, (11) 
m=O 

where {h~-1)} = {hb-l}·····h~=/.0, ... ,0}, 

{~(-/}}- { (-/) (-/} 0 } . Ym - Yo ·····YL-J, , ... ,0 , are 2L-pomt 
sequences, ((l-m))=(l-m)mod2L; 

(2) for i ;? 2 we form the (N-1)-point 

{ -(i)} { (H)} I 0 N sequence x 1 = xM+L , = , ... , -2, and 
compute the CC of the form 

2N-I 
-(i) - "'\:' ~ ':::!(i) -Ym - ~h((m-t})Xl , 1- 0,1, ... ,2N -1, (12) 

m=O 

where (fin}= {h0 , ••• ,hN_1 ,0, ... ,0}, 

{
':::!(i)} _ r-(i) -(i) 0 O} •AT • X1 - x 0 , ••. ,xN_2 , , ••• , , are 2H-pomt 

sequences, ((m-1)) = (m-l)mod 2N; 

(3) for i :2:: 2 we form the L-point 

sequence f.y(l)} - r.diJ -(iJ r; J (; J } d 
l. m -lYo ·····YN-2• YN-l'"""'YL-1 an 

then compute the 2L-point CC : 
2L-J 

x(iJ- "'\:'J;(-IJ ~(iJ 1-01 ,2L 1 
l - ~ ((l-m))Ym ' - • ,... - • 

m=O 

where {h~-IJ} = {ht1', ... ,h~-!J,O, ... ,O}, 
f. (i)} - r:;(i) -;-;{i) (i) (i) Oil 
1Ym -lYo •···•YN-2• YN-J•···•YL-J•···· 'f 

2L-point sequences, ((l-m))=(l-m)mod2L. 

(13) 

and 

are 

The number of arithmetic operations needed to 
calculate a real LC by means of a 2N-point CC 
using RVSRFFTA and HSRFFTA was estimated 
in [8] and can be expressed by the following 
relationships: 

M(N) = N(21og2N-1)+3; (14a) 

A(N) =N(61og2N-1)+5. (14b) 
Substituting L for N in (14a) and (14b) we obtain 
the number of arithmetic operations for 

calculating the 2L-point CC sequences {ho(-1), 

hN_/-1J,o, ... , 0} and {yo(iJ, ... , YL-/iJ. 0, ... , 0}. 

Taking that into account, the total number of 
arithmetic operations required for inverting LC 
by the sectionalization method combined with 
the RVSRFFTA and the HSRFFTA is equal to: 

M(R) =L(21og2L-1)+3+ 

+(S-1) [N(21og2N-1)+3}+ 

+(S-1)[L(2log2L-1)+3}; (15a) 

A(R) = L(6log2L-1)+ 5+ 

+(S-1) [N(61og2N-1)+5}+ 

+(S-l)[L(61og2L-1)+5]. (15b) 

Since Lel(N-1), to simplify calculations in (15a), 
(15b) we shall assume L=2N=2a+1

, that is, 
y=a+ 1, also we shall take into consideration, as 
in deducing (lOa) and (lOb), that R = SN = SU2. 
To sum up, relationships (15a) and (15b) will be 
as follows: 

M(R) = 2R(2log2L-1)+3S+ 

+(21og2L-3)+ 3S-(1 12)L(2log2L-3)-3 = 

=0((61og2L+(12/L)-5)R), (16a) 

A(R) = 2R(61og2L-1)+ 5S+ 

+R(6log2L-l)+ 5S-(1/2)L(6log2L-7)-5 = 
= 0((18log2L+(20/L)-9)R). (16b) 

From the comparison of (16a) and (16b) with 
(1 Oa) and (1 Ob) it is evident that the algorithm 
improved on the basis of the RVSRFFTA allows 
to save the number of multiplications more than 
0.25(L+0.4)/(1.21og2L-J) times, and the number 

of additions - 2.5(L/2-1)/9(21og2L-1) times, as 

compared to the algorithm of [3]. For the case 
considered above, when R~5L and L=2N=64, 
the number of arithmetic operations required, 
according to (16a) and (16b ), will be 
approximately (36+ 12/64-5) ·320RIJ920 
multiplications and (1 08+ 20/64-9) ·320R::31680 
additions. From the comparison with the 
algorithm of [3] for this case, it is evident that 
the proposed algorithm reduces the number of 
multiplications essentially, 2.6 times, but 
increases the number of additions 1.28 times. 
Besides, the proposed algorithm decreases the 
total number of arithmetic operations by 9200, as 
compared to the initial algorithm . As this saving 
is achieved due to the considerable reduction of 
multiplications which are more labour 
consuming than additions, the software or 
hardware realization of the case considered by 
means of the proposed algorithm brings about 
the advantage both in speed and in precision, as 
compared to the algorithm of [3]. 
Thus, despite the view held by the author [3], the 
cost of solving inverse filtering problems using 
inversion of an LC by sectioning [8]-(10] is 
reduced by using FFT algorithms(in this case, 
real-valued split-radix FFT algorithm [5]-[8], 
one of the best). As a result we comes to the 
matrix of CC two times larger in size then the 
initial Toeplitz one, but it can be calculated on 
the basis of effective fast algorithms. 
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The proposed fast inverse convolution algorithm 
for reconstructing distorted signals by sectioning 
the inverse convolution and using the 
RVSRFFTA was programmed. A computer 
experiment was performed in which the distorted 
speech signals of different sizes were 
reconstructed, using impulse responses of 
various lengths. It was shown that speech signals 
was constructed 1.6 times faster on average by 
the proposed algorithm than with the approach 
based on the algorithm of [3]. The advantage is 
especially pronounced when the sequence is 
fairly long. 
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